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Abstract.

A simplemodelis usedto studythe evolutionof poten- However,the fact that the filamentsmay be dynamitial vorticityfilaments,viewedin cross-section,
subject cally active, becausethey have higher PV than the amto steadyshearand deformationflowsrepresentativeof bient flow, was not included in the models usedto derive
the large-scaleatmosphericcirculation. It is found that theseestimates. In this paper we presentnumericalexthe balanced,ageostrophic
circulationinducedby the periments showingthe dynamical evolution of filaments
anomalouspotential vorticity can cause the evolution of anomalousPV, viewedin cross-section,
in simpleverof a dynamicallyactivefilamentto differ substantially tical shear and horizontal deformation flows represenfrom that of a dynamicallypassivefilament in a similar tative of large-scaleatmosphericflows. A secondary,
backgroundflow. It is suggestedthat estimatesof the ageostrophiccirculation(that scaleswith the filament
mix-downtime of material containedin atmosphericfil- width L) is foundto alter the evolutioncomparedwith
aments need to be corrected to allow for this effect.
that of a passivefilament. Theseexperimentstherefore
give some insight into how estimates of mix-down time

Introduction

shouldbe corrected.The effectof radiativedampingon
filaments

There is strong observationalevidencefor the trans-

is also discussed.

port of filamentsof high potentialvorticity (PV) air,

Model and Experiments

both out of the polar vortex into midlatitudes in the

winterstratosphere
e.g. [Waughet al., 1994],and across
In the experimentspresentedhere, we considerthe
the tropopausefrom the stratosphereinto the tropoeffect of a large-scalebackgroundflow V - (•,•, 0)
spheree.g. [Appenzeller
et al., 1996]. Considerable
atwith associatedbuoyancy b, on the evolution of a twotention has focussedon the impact of suchtransport on
dimensionalPV filament which has a perturbation veatmosphericchemistry [Eduoardet al., 1996] and on
locity
field v - (u, v, w) and buoyancyfield b. All timethe sensitivity of the chemistry to the 'mix-down' time
dependentvariablesare independentof y (the alongfilof the filamentsinto the ambientair [Tan et al., 1998].
ament direction); hencev and b are functionsof t, x
(Here, 'mix-down'time will be definedas the meantime
and z only.

for the vertical scale of a tracer filament to be reduced
to that scale at which molecular diffusion becomes im-

We solvethe incompressible,Boussinesq,nonhydrostatic equations

portant.) Estimates of mix-down time are vital to efforts to parameterisethe effecton chemistrycausedby
-+ v. VV + fk x v - -V•b + bk,
(1)
the prolongedisolationof air parcelsat scalesbelow the
dt
db
grid-scales
of chemicaltransportmodels [Thuburnand
Tan, 1997].
+ v.V - 0,
Estimatesof mix-down time in the stratospherehave
+ Wz- o.
(3)
recentlybeengivenby Haynesand Anglade[1997],and
others [BalluchandHaynes,1996;Waughet al., 1997]. The derivatived/dt = Ot+ (• + u)Ox+ WOz,(for remaining definitionsseeSnyderet al. [1993]).A streamfunction •b is defined, so that •bz = u and -•bx = w. The
1Now at DAMTP, University of Cambridge.

PV is given by
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q- (0o/gpo)[fk
+ V x (V+ v)].V (• + b), (4)
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whereP0 and 0o are the referencedensityand potential
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temperature.N 2 - •z is the constant
ambientstatic

PV FILAMENTS

•H

stability.

The numericalmodel usedto integrateequations(13) is a pseudo-spectral
modelbasedon that of Bartello
[1995]. The domain is periodic in the x-direction,
with dimension2•rL, and has rigid lids located at z 0, •rH. Two resolutionsare used, the lower with 64 x 64

wavenumbers,(192 x 96 gridpoints),the higher with
128 x 128 wavenumbers(384 x 192). The boundary

o

conditions used in the vertical direction are b - uz v• - w - 0 on z - 0,•rH.
In each experiment the initial conditions are derived

by assumingthe buoyancyand wind fields are in semigeostrophic(SG) balancewith the filament PV, given
by Sq. FollowingSnyderet al. [1993],and taking suitably small aspectand Prandtl ratio (H/L - fin -

1/150),b- ½z
sø andv - ½•soareobtained
from5q

o

Across Filament Direction (x)

through the equation

Figure 1. Initial conditionsfor (a) The shearflowcase.
2(•so IV•so +(•so•so (•szc')•-- 6qPofg/•o,(5) (b) The deformationflow case.(Sq- 2 BPVU.) Filled
contours show filament PV, c.i. 0.5BPVU. Thin solid

contours
showtotal buoyancy
bq-•, c.i. 0.4N•H. Thin
subject
to½z
sc- 0 ontheboundaries.
Theageostrophic
streamfunction 0 is then obtained from the SawyerEliassen equation
SO

(N2 + Ozz)•

SO

+

SO

0• )•

dashed contoursshow positive v, dotted-negative v, c.i.

0.05fL. Thick solid contoursshow0, c.i. 0.004 filL.
Thick dashed curve is 0-

0.

--

the
deformation
flow. (6)
{ -2F½•S•
-2A½•S•
ø for
for
the
shear
flow

on the boundaries
(and thereforepreventthe growthof
Eady-type waves),a boundary heating term is added
to the right hand side of (2). This has the form

As 0 is linear in either the shear A or the deformation
- (1<
rate F, filaments in an SG balancedflow with the same za -- 0.17rH, in the lower boundary region, and has siminitial geometrywill evolvein a self-similarfashion,on ilar structure on the upper boundary. A y-momentum

a time-scale
Nf -1A-1 (shearcase)or F-1 (deformation forcingterm F a is alsoincluded,to miniraisespurious
case),for any value of A or F. By nondimensionalising PV generation.
Thissatisfies
F2 - -(Q•z-Q•z), where
--

--

(5) it can be seenthat the filament evolutionis also the overbardenotesa zonalmean (F • - 0).
Figure 2a and 2b showsnapshotsfrom the experiment

independentof its absolutescaleL.
The initial fields, for filaments with 5q -

2 back-

ground PV units (or BPVU, where I BPVU - i x

at t- 2Nf-iA-t,4Nf-iA

-1. The ageostrophic
circu-

lation increasesthe rate of stretching of the filament

Oog--lp•-i
fN 2), areshown
in Figure1. In the caseof (shadedregion),relative to the evolutionof a passive

deformation flow or weak shear, the background PV
is given by 1BPVU, so 5q=2BPVU correspondsto a
filament with PV 3x the backgroundvalue. This filament therefore has a higher relative PV comparedto
most of thoseobservedin the winter stratosphere(0.5-

1.5BPVU) [Waughet al., 1994],but lowerthan someof
the stratospheric PV streamers observedin the upper

troposphere(2-4BPVU) [Appenzelleret al., 1996].
The

Shear

Flow

Problem

In a simplebalancedshearflow the backgroundstate

filamentin the samebackgroundshearflow (thick solid
contour). In particular, it is notable that the vertical velocity w (thin contours)maximisesat the edges
of the filament, advecting them into stronger horizontal winds. The limiting factor in the stretching processappearsto be the geometryof the filament itself:
the ageostrophiccirculation weakensconsiderablyas
the filament is stretched out, so that it eventually behaveslike a passivefilament. Similar experimentswith

5q -1BPVU and 4BPVU resultedin 55% and 170%
increasedstretching relative to the passivetracer by

comparedto 115%in this
is givenby g - Az, • - 0 and• - -fAy + N2z. For t- 4Nf-iA -1 respectively,
the adiabatic, inviscid experiment to be describedwe
take A - 0.1N. This correspondsto a moderate shear
in either the stratosphereor troposphere,but provided

case(Sq- 2BPVU).
The integrationwasvalidatedwith the followingtests.
(1) Conservation
of total PV: The finalfilamentPV (at

SG balance is valid the filament

t - 4Nf -1A-1) wasfoundto be 99.63%of theoriginal.

will evolve in a self-

similar fashionat any A (seeabove).
Equations(1-3) are numericallyintegratedusingthis
backgroundstate at high resolution. In order to suppressadvectionof the backgroundtemperaturegradient

(2) Independence
of numericalresolution'A low resolution experiment was carried out, and the filament was
found to evolve in identical fashion, although PV conservation was poor near the end of the calculation.
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Figure 2. Snapshots
for shearflowexperiments
(a) t - 2Ni-Xf -x. (b) t - 4Ni-Xf -x. (c) Doubledomain
experimentt=2NA-Xf -x. (d) Radiationexperimentt = 4NA-Xf -x. Filled contoursshowfilamentPV, c.i.
0.5BPVU. Thin contoursshowvertical velocityw (solid-positive,dotted-negativevalues),c.i. 0.0025fH. Thick
solidcontourshowspositionof passivefilamentadvectedby basicflow (comparewith 0.5BPVU contour).Dashed
contourin (d) showspositionof tracer advectedby full flow.
(3) Independence
of domainsize:In orderto ensurethat

f = 10days-X.The final snapshot
(t = 4Nf-XA-X)

the size of the domain, and in particular the boundary
forcing, did not influence the outcome of the experiment, an low resolution experiment with double the domain sizeis presented. A snapshotfrom this experiment
is shownin Figure 2c. Comparedto Figure 2a, it is notable that the ageostrophiccirculation penetrates into
the extended domain, and the magnitude of the vertical velocity in the region of the filament is strongerby
around 10%. The final shape of the filament is only
slightly affectedby this difference.

from this (low resolution)experimentis shownin Figure 2d. At this time the PV has been almost entirely
dissipated,and asa resultthere is no longera significant

(4) Validation of SG balance: SG balanceis formally
valid only in the limit A -• 0. The model PV was inverted at intervals to compare the model fields to the

SG balancedfields [Snyderet al., 1993]. Good agree-

ageostrophiccirculation. The dashed line showsthe final boundary of the fluid originally contained within
the PV filament. The presenceof the ageostrophiccirculation in the early stagesof the experiment has still
resultedin 95% greaterelongationrelativeto a passive
filament (solidcurve).
The

Deformation

Flow

Problem

In the deformationflow problem the backgroundstate

is givenby K- -Fx, •-

Fy and• - N2z. As in the

shear flow problem, the initial state is determined by

ment wasfound in this experiment, and for experiments
SG balance,seeFigure lb. (A broaderinitial filament
with A up to • 0.5N.
is usedto emphasisethe effectof the ageostrophic
flow.)
A
deformation
rate
of
F
0.1f
is
taken
as
representaThe Effect
of Radiation
tive of the lower stratosphere. In the numerical model,

Haynesand Ward[1993]suggest
a simpleparameteri- the basicflow is reducedto zeroin a thin boundary(10
sation of the effect of radiation on temperature anoma- grid points) on each sideof x - 4-•rL. Low resolution
lies in the stratosphere. At around 30mb, the scale- is used. Figure 3 showsa close-upsnapshotof the filadependentthermal dampingrate is approximatelygiven ment(t= 2F-x). Thefilamenthasbeenelongated
in the
(in days
-x) by c•(m): 0.05+ 0.125m
•/2, wherem is y-direction by the basicflow, and the ageostrophiccirthe verticalwavenumberin km-1. This schemeis easily culation has had the effect of further compressingthe
added to our model. If the vertical scale of the filament
filament in the x-direction and increasingits vertical
is suchthat the radiativetimescalea -x (2•/H) is very scale relative to that of a passivefilament.
much shorter than the dynamical timescale, then the
PV in the filament will be quickly dissipatedby thermal Conclusions
damping, and the material within it will be advected
The ageostrophiccirculation associatedwith a PV filby the large-scaleflow as a passivetracer. Here we

consider
a shearflowcasewherect-x (27r/H) is compa-

ament is found to accelerate the reduction

in its vertical

rable to N/fA, by settingA = 0.1N, H = 0.02km and scalein a steady shearflow, and to acceleratethe reduc-
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